
USF Amazonian Immersion

March 2019

Our prices include accommodation, food, land and river transport, tourist guide, activities and 

elements to develop them, tickets to the stipulated places, fruits and snacks, from the beginning 

to the end of the plan. The activities are not obligatory for anyone in the group and can be 

changed depending on the climate or the wishes of the group, and, in many cases,  we have 

guides available to divide the group into different activities. You can even decide to take certain 

optional activities when you are here (some with additional cost).

Focus of the immersion: Indigenous Rights and Environmental Justice. 

Itinerary

Day 1 - Arrival day 
Reception at the arrival site in Leticia, Tabatinga or Santa Rosa (airport or river port); check in at the 
chosen hotel and lunch. If necessary, immigration process. Visit to a nearby attraction, such as the Parque 
de los Loros, the Ethnographic Museum and the Mundo Amazónico Park. Time for preparation. Dinner. 

Day 2 - Marasha Natural Reserve (Peru) 
Breakfast and departure by boat to Marasha. This tour is 30 minutes up the Amazon River and walk for 1 
hour to the hotel. Arrival at the hotel, check in followed by a talk on topics of the jungle and lunch. 
Boating and fishing in Lake Marasha and a good hike; return and dinner. Night navigation in search of 
alligators. Back to the hotel. 

Day 3 - The Amazon River and San Martin 
Departure by canoe before sunrise in search of birds. Return to the hotel and breakfast. Walk back to the 
river and departure by boat upstream through the Amazon and then along the Amacayacu River to the 
Ticuna community of San Martín de Amacayacu. Lunch, visit to the community, artisan workshops and to 
the chagra, traditional culture of the Amazon. Dinner and accommodation in hammocks. 

Day 4 - Puerto Nariño 
Breakfast and departure by boat up river. Visit to Tarapoto Lake looking for Amazonian dolphins. Arrival 
to Puerto Nariño, check in and lunch. Visits to the city and the Natütama Foundation. Dinner. 



Day 5- Community of Palmarí 
Breakfast and departure by boat to Palmarí, population of Brazilian mestizo settlers (caboclos), where you 

can see the manufacture of farinha, a popular yucca food. Long or short walk to the Cachoeira ravine, 

wild lunch and mud bath. Return to the hotel and dinner. 

Day 6 - Departure day 
Breakfast and return to Leticia by boat. Free time. If necessary, immigration process. Transfer to the 
departure point in Leticia, Tabatinga or Santa Rosa (airport or river port). 

Hotel Option (depending on size of group and rooms available)

http://wairahotel.com.co


